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Co-Dependent Project Timelines Leading Up To
DOE CD-1/3a and NSF PDR Readiness Review
•

Feb19 - NSF Proposal to Support Design & Development

•

Feb19 – DOE Request for R&D Funding

•

~Mar19 – DOE Approves CD-0 (Mission Need)

•

~Jun19 – NSF Decadal Survey Submission

•

~Oct19 – Internal Readiness (Project-wide Status) Review

•

~??? – CATE Review (input to Decadal Survey)

•

~Aug20 – Internal Readiness (Project-wide Status) Review

•

~Oct20 – “Director’s Review” (Oversight of Host Labs)

•

~Nov20 – Independent (External) Review of CDR (DOE)

•

~Dec20 – Independent Cost Review (DOE)

•

~Jan21 – Decadal Survey Results (NSF)

•

~Feb21 – CD-1/3a, PDR Readiness Review (coordinated, maybe joint)

•

~Apr21 – DOE Approves CD-1/3a, NSF Approves PDR Readiness
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What is a CATE (Cost and Technical Evaluation) Review?
• CATE developed to provide input to
•

$1,200

Previous Decadal Surveys did not have a
process to validate advocate projects costs

versus budget availability

•

Sometimes used to re-assess Decadal
recommended concept descopes

• CATE process differs from typical ICE
and process for TPC evaluation

•

•

Begins with typical Independent Cost Estimate,
ICE. Adds in additional cost threats, where
appropriate (schedule, design, and external
factors)
Typically, more conservative than an ICE

Estimated Cost (FY13$M)

Decadal Surveys

$1,400

• CATE used for evaluate science value
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$1,600

$1.4B

Threats

Reserves

$1.1B

Launch Vehicle/Services

$1,000

Phase E Costs and EPO

$800

Pre-launch Ground and
Science
Spacecraft

$600

Instruments

$400

Mission PM/SE/MA
Phase A

$200
$Project

CATE

• We should be prepared for a
thorough review, particularly
in detectors and readout.
• We need to advance the
design and mature
production planning for D&R
fabrication and testing as
much as possible.

Comparing Checklists for DOE CD-1 and NSF PDR
•

Preliminary Project Execution Plan –
identifies project governance and tailored
CD-3a process

•
•

•

Acquisition Strategy (w/Life Cycle Cost
Analysis) – identifies lead labs

•

Preliminary Cost and Schedule Baseline
(to support cost range)

•

•

Conceptual Design Report (w/external
review) ~30% design maturity

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preliminary Hazard Analysis Report

•

Integrated Safety Mgmt Plan
Quality Assurance Program
Safeguards and Security

•
•

National Environmental Policy Act Strategy
Project Data Sheet (in draft form)
Risk Management Plans
Project Risk Registry

•
•

Project governance and management team in
place to support FDR and MREFC.
PDR supported by a credible “risk-adjusted”
TPC and resource-loaded performance
baseline.
Management systems, systems integration,
document configuration
All components defined although some not in
final design state..
Develop site-specific preliminary design and
environmental assessments/impacts (NEPA)
Develop enabling technologies
Conduct drill downs into WBS cost book to
test methodology of defined scope, BOE, and
associated risk.
Evaluate contingency, including scope and
schedule contingency.
Maturity of operational cost projections

Concurrent DOE CD-1/3a Approval Helps Mitigate
Schedule Risk
• CD-3a authorizes specific production hardware to be fabricated and/or
procured. Likely CD-3a deliverables (may change over time):

• Establish production lines for detectors and readout to buy down
risk and get started on long-lead, critical path activities

• Initiate sitework and telescope foundations to stay off the critical
path

• Award design-build contract for Telescope Mounts/Ground Shields
& Cryostats

• TBD, based on scrubbing and improved understanding of the
integrated schedule
• For CD-3a, designs are expected to be ~CD-2 maturity. Baseline
management (EVMS, CCB) is typically implemented for CD-3a items.
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Setting Up CMB S-4 Project for Success – 1/2
Lessons Learned From DOE/NSF Funded Projects (LSST, US LHC, US LHC Upgrades)

• CMB S-4 is a single project supported by funding from DOE (MIE) and
NSF (MREFC).

• However, DOE and NSF have different missions, which presents
some challenges:

•
•
•

Each agency will need specific deliverables consistent with their mission,
long-term objectives and their strategic plans.
Project approval processes are somewhat different.
Three NSF program sponsors is another wrinkle.

• But, a DOE and NSF collaboration can have advantages, if managed
properly

•
•
•

Leverages broad scientific and engineering resources and infrastructure
Distributed political support
Two funding sources

• Without deliberate effort, the project will end up managing two
separate sub-projects and uncoordinated agency processes.
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Setting Up CMB S-4 Project for Success – 2/2
Lessons Learned From DOE/NSF Funded Projects (LSST, US LHC, US LHC Upgrades)

• DOE, NSF, Collaboration partners participate in the science of CMB S-4
• Single Integrated Project Office (though perhaps in two locations), staffed
with experienced project managers

• Regular project-wide collaboration meetings and reviews to drive key
decisions and promote effective communications. Essential to
maintaining coordination between the Collaboration and Project

• Standard project tools where possible (P6, Cobra, common risk register
and document/requirements system). Single CDR, PDR, FDR.

• Engineering issues/interfaces handled by a single SysEngr Group
• Baseline Configuration Control uses a single Change Control Board
• Joint Oversight Group (JOG) to keep the agencies talking to each other
and communicating common messages to the project (when possible).

• E.g., coordinated DOE/NSF reviews (such as CD-1/3a, PDR).

QUESTIONS?

Background: DOE MIE Critical Design process:
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Budget evolution
Project evolution

Conceptual Design Stage

Readiness Stage

Develop construction budget based on conceptual
design Develop budget

Expend ~5-25% of construction cost on
planning and design activities during
Preliminary and Final Design

Develop budget requirements for advanced
planning

Board Approved Stage

Construction

Final design over ~2 years

Expenditure of budget and
contingency per baseline

Construction-ready budget & contingency
estimates

Construction estimate based on prelim
design

Refine Ops budget

Update Ops $ estimate

Estimate Ops $
Update Ops $ estimate

Funded by R&RA or EHR $

MREFC $

Conceptual design

Preliminary Design

Final Design

Formulation of science questions

Develop site-specific preliminary design,
environmental impacts

Development of final construction-ready design
and Project Executive Plan

Develop enabling technology

Industrialize key technologies

Bottom-up cost and contingency
estimates, update risk analysis

Refine bottom-up cost and contingency estimates

Requirements definition, prioritization, and review
Identify critical enabling technologies and high risk
items
Development of conceptual design

Final Risk Assessment and Mitigation, and
Management Plan

Develop preliminary operations cost
estimate

Top down parametric cost and contingency
estimates

Construction per
baseline

Complete recruitment of key staff

Formulate initial risk assessment

Develop Project Management Control
System

Initial proposal submission to NSF

Update of Project Executive Plan
Described by Project
Execution Plan

Proponents development strategy defined in Project Development Plan

Initial draft of Project Executive Plan
ranking

MREFC Panel briefings
Forward estimates of Preliminary Design
costs and schedules
Establishment of interim review schedules
and competition milestones
Forecast international and interagency
participation and constraints
Initial consideration of NSF risks and
opportunities
Conceptual design review

NSF Director approves internal
Management Plan
Formulate/approve Project
Development Plan & Budget; include
in NSF Facilities Plan
Preliminary design review and
integrated baseline review
Evaluate Ops $ projections
Evaluate forward design costs and
schedules
Forecast interagency and international
decision milestones
NSF approves submission to NSB

Apply 3rd ranking criteria

Final design review, fix baseline

NSB prioritization

Congress appropriates MREFC
funds & NSB approves
obligation

OMB/Congress budget negotiations
based on Prelim design budget
Semi-annual reassessment of
baseline and projected Ops budget
for projects not started construction
Finalization of interagency and
international requirements

Congress appropriates funds

and

NSF approves submission to NSB

Oversight evolution

Merit review, apply

2nd

MREFC Panel recommends and NSF
Director approves advance to Readiness

NSF oversight defined in Internal Management Plan, update by development phase
1st

Periodic external review during
construction
Review of project reporting
Site visit and assessment

